OTHER
ANIWOOD Wooden Puzzles are made of 5 mm thick
natural plywood, which makes them more attractive,
and pieces more resistant and easy to manipulate.

Other puzzles are made with plywood of less thickness
or MDF, which makes them less attractive (more
difficult to distinguish from a cardboard puzzle), less
resistant and more difficult to manipulate pieces.

High-precision laser cutting of ANIWOOD parts offers a
precise, slack-free fit. Printing with UV inks results in
vivid and long-lasting colors.

Others are cut with less precision lasers that produce
loose and inaccurate fittings. Printing with
conventional inks results in less vivid and less durable
colors.

ANIWOOD Puzzles are presented in wooden boxes of
different sizes for each type of puzzle:
L (large; box measures 30.9 x 43.8 x 3 cm)
M (medium; box size 22.2 x 31.5 x 3 cm)
S (small; box measures 16 x 22.8 x 3 cm)

The rest of the puzzles are presented in boxes not
always made of wood (many of them made of
cardboard) of the same size regardless of the size of
the puzzle:

Clear visibility of its value in relation to the size of the
puzzle.
The ANIWOOD Puzzles are the only ones that can be
mounted inside the die of the box lid, which facilitates
its assembly and makes it suitable for ages 8 and up.
They can also be mounted on the exclusive ANIWOOD
REAL SIZE guide sheet, or without it for the more
experienced.

Average box size: 16 x 20 x 4.2 cm

No visibility of the value of the larger puzzle.

All other puzzles cannot be mounted on the die on the
box lid.
In some cases they have a guide sheet (not real size),
in other cases not.

Since the ANIWOOD Puzzles can be mounted on the
die of the lid, they are very easily transportable from
one place to another in the house, both during the
construction process and once they are finished.
The ANIWOOD Puzzles are the only ones together
with Unidragon that include a die-cut adhesive sheet
in case you want to keep the puzzle assembled.

The ANIWOOD Puzzles are presented in a wooden
box. They include a cloth bag as an option to store
loose pieces and two feet to turn the lid into a stylish
piece of decoration.
ANIWOOD Puzzles are easily recognizable and have a
personal stamp:
- Because its original BLACKBOX
- His Because its own brandname ANIWOOD

The ANIWOOD service has spare parts to supply in
case of loss or breakage.

The rest of the wooden puzzles do not include die-cut
adhesive foil to preserve the assembled puzzle.

